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Dear Members, 

 Thank you very much for all your efforts in nurturing Srijan to its present shape. Your 

words of encouragement mentally boost up the children and teachers of Srijan to work harder 

and thus achieve better.  Srijan Centre for Community Welfare started its journey on 9
th

 July, 

2003 and 35 - 40 children are being covered by its beneficial programme. 

Our activities are a continuous process and we were busy preparing our children for a 

healthy mental and physical well-being. Our children exhibited their handicrafts on 9
th

 July 

2019; they performed in the college social, they celebrated Teacher’s Day and their 

performance has always been highly applauded. Their classes were held on a regular basis 

and their activities always appreciated. But things suddenly changed with the report of 

pandemic hitting the country.  

Presently we are running through a very tough situation where regular activities have 

come to a halt. Isolation, contact restrictions and economic shutdown imposes a complete 

change to the psychosocial environment, especially for those in sheer poverty. The need for 

physical distancing naturally has also hampered our regular NGO activities. But as I have 

always said and felt.... Srijan is a part of our daily existence and therefore we try to continue 

certain activities in both online and offline mode even today. 

We have celebrated the birthday of Srijan (9
th

 July 2020) by cutting a cake and arranging 

light snacks. We were present on a digital platform. All the children had their masks on 

during performance. This is indeed a message to all about the need of wearing a mask. 

New clothes were distributed to all the children before the pujas. The teachers took high risk 

but with utmost care distributed clothes to the children. 



We are constantly in touch with our children as increased risk of parental mental illness, 

domestic violence and child maltreatment is being experienced by our children. The 

assurance of being with them is necessary for limiting long-term consequences of their 

mental health 

 I am sure bad times will pass away and very soon we are going to start our offline 

classes and start regular activities of Srijan Centre for Community Welfare. Our patrons have 

been pour major support as always and has tried to stand beside the children and the teachers 

of Srijan when they need our support the most. I have no words to express my heartfelt 

gratitude towards them. 

 

Sanghita Bhattacharjee 

Secretary, Srijan Centre for Community Welfare 


